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OL. 7.

NO.

25.

Tax Assessments

CLOVIS, CURRY COUNTY,

for Curry

County.
The following figures show

NEW MEXICO. SEPTEMBER 25. 1913.

$1.00

DISTRICT COURT IS NOW IN SESSION! About 640 Acre
Homestead Bill.
Three

the actual cash value of real esWeeks Term,
G. A. Richardson Presiding.
tate in Curry county sold during
1912 and 1913, and the assessed Trains
District Court for Curry counOver Clovis- Duckworth Home Again.
valuation of the same land.
ty
convened Monday with a
Slation
Division
Soon.
W.
H. Duckworth, proprietor
These figures were prepared
Trains will be running over number of witnesses to appear of the Soutwestern Drug Comby the railroad company.
before the Grand Jury and with
In Curry county in 1912, in the entire lines of the Coleman-Texic- o a docket which will probably re- pany, the Rexall store, returned
cut-of- f
of the Santa Fe
Tuesday from St. Louis, Kanacreage property, there were 40
by January 1st accord- quire three weeks to clear.
railroad
City, Wichita and other
sas
involving $52,980,
transfers
One of the most important
ing
to
information
by
received
markets
where he purchased
which property was assessed for
cases to be tried this term is
Col,
L.
Polk,
J.
commercial
an
extensive
and complete line
$12,880 or 24.3 per cent. In
agent of the Santa Fe. Col. that of Jas. Lynch who obtained of holiday goods which Mr.
1913 there were 46 sales involving $60,000, which was assessed
at $11,435 or 18.8 per cent. In
lot property in 1912, there were
30 transactions involving $27,245
which was assessed at $5835, or
21.4 per cent. In the same class
of property in 1913 there were
22 transfers in which the land
was valued at $24,110,
but
which was assessed at $5225 or
21.7 per cent.
During 1912 there were 32
transfers with a consideration of
$40,322 which could not be found
on the 1912 assessment roll, and
in 1913 there were 30 transfers
involving $37,179 which could
not be located on the 1913 assessment roll.
In 1912, there were 6680 acres
which sold for an average of
$7.93 and the average assessment of this land was $1.93 per
acre. In 1913 8080 acres sold
for an average of $7.54 an acre
and was assessed at $1.42 an
acre.
In conclusion the railroads
suggest that the assessment on
Curry county land be increased
77.3 per cent, and 53.5 on lots to
d
equal
value.
one-thir-

Judge

Polk was in Ft. Worth. Tuesday, on his way to Galveston
after a trip through the north-eand eastern states.
Work on the cut-of- f
is progressing rapidly, and the road
will be in good shape by the
first of the year if present
plans materialize. Fort Worth
Record,
A big celebration will be held
in Clovis upon the completion
of this road and it is oossi ble
that all cities along the new
transcontinental line between
Slaton and Clovis will be invited to cooperate as the completion of this line
means the
dawn ot a new era of prosperity for all these thriving towns.
m

Masons in Portales.
Sixteen Clovis Masons visited
Portales Lodge A. F. & A. M.
Saturday afternoon and night
when three third degrees were
conferred on candidates.
The
fortales, Clovis and Elida lodge
teams each conferred one of the
degress.
After the work, the members
and visitors, numbering sixty,
wen1 f?ndered a sumptuous
spread at the Portales Commer-

New Land Office
cial Club rooms.
Among those from Clovis who
Men at Clayton.
Paz Valverde and Thomas E.
Owen were confirmed on Sept.
11, as Register and Receiver of
the U. S. Land Office at Clayton.
Mr. Valverde lives at Clayton
where he has been a merchant
for several years Mr. Owen is
a ranch man of large means and
wide influence and lives at
40 miles north of Clayton.
These men are both good men
and will discharge their duties
faithfully. We have known Mr.
Owen several years and Mr.
Valverde a few years and both
are capable, honorable men who
will make good servants to Uncle Sam. Rio Grande Republican.
The News is glad to note the
confirmation of these worthy
gentlemen, and having known
them for 25 years can endorse
every word of the above mention as true and correct. Success to them in their new position.
Fol-so-

V

Unveiling by W. O. W.'s
A large crowd went out to
the Clovis Cemetery Sunday af-

ternoon to witness the unveiling of the tombstones of J. S.
Marsh by the Woodmen of the
World and that of Mrs. Nolan
by t tic
of the Woodmen
Cir
The ceremonies of both lodges
were solemn and beautiful.
The Clovis band rendered many
choice selections
during the
afternoon which aided in making the occasion impressive.

PER YEAR

enjoyed the hospitality of the
Portales lodge were: George
Roach. P. A. Lashier, C. E.
Justus, Otis Jones. A. E. Cur- ren, E. M. Chapman. W. S.
Bayless, D. L. Moye, A. Man-dell,

a change of venue from Chaves
county. Lynch, who shot and Due' worth informs the News
is the largest and best ever
killed City Marshall Wooters, of
bought by any Clovis dealer.
Roswell, when the latter was
He
further says that he is after
seeking his arrest on a charge
holiday trade good and
the
of bootlegging, was once constrong
this year and when the
victed by a jury in Eddy couu-t- y
public see what he bought, he
and sentenced to be hung.
will do the business.
He obtained a new trial on a

technicality and the case was
remanded. His case is set for
October 6th.
Cash Ramey was selected
foreman of the grand jury.
The grand jury had reported
seven true bills up to date,
there being three against J. M.
Crain, a second hand store deal
er for giving and selling intoxicating liquors to minors.
"Shorty" Garner,
assault
with knife on the person of
Harry Springfield.
O. J. Shepard, assault with
knife on the person of J. Elles.
"'Bud" Copelen giving liquor
to minors ond Louie Allison giv
ing liquor to minors.
The following cases have
been disposed of F. M. Hays vs
Lena Hays, decree of divorce
granted.
American Bank vs.
Rex
Stegall, judgment $2355 00.
Braswjll vs. Siegner, a herd
law case ordered that plaintiff
put up bond for costs.
C. N. Bank vs. Potts Construction Company dismissed.
Judgment was rendered in
two cases nsrainst the Clovis
Hardware Company amounting

Chas. Mericle, W. D. to $491.61.
McBee, Bill Taylor, M. Mitchell,
A. E. Smith,
A. W. Johnson,
T. J. Elles and Lillie Elles forand C. Houk.
merly of Dereno, were married

Firemen Turn Engineers.
The long expected examination for the "bunch of laddies"
has come and gone and with it
the Santa Fe has probably enlisted the services of about six
new engineers. Any one familiarly known to the following
young gentlemen could easily
have seen written upon their
countenances. "We have met
the enemy and they are ours."
A board of
eight examiners
were present and Thursday
marked the fifth and last day
for this grinding test but with
it the following were elected to
the dignified position of locom- -

last week following the Elles
Shepard trial in which ib developed that Mr. and Mrs. Elles,
although of the same name,
were not legally husband and
wife. Mr. and Mrs. Elles both
testified at the trial that they
were not married, although a
boy gave testimony that they
were his father and mother and
that all were living together.
It is said that the couple had
been divorced and failed to remarry.

Auction Social.

The ladies Guild of the Episcopal Church gave an Auction SoMessrs. Unrue, Hazzard, Fouch,
cial at the church Wednesday
Copeland, Evans, Nye.
night.
Ice Cream and cake were
Can't Shoot at Night.
served
and the Clovis Orchestra
In addition to curtai ling the
music.
furnished
duck season from Sept 1st to
December 16, the federal law
Mr. Scantlin has retu rned from
now in force provides that hunttrip
a
both east and west. He
ing shall be done only from sunsays
that crops look better
rise to sunset. Therefore, be
Clovis than any place he
around
sure and don't fire a shot after
been.
has
the sun goes down. This is a
little hard on Pecos Valley huntWork on the big railroad hosers for on the large lakes the
pital in Clovis is progressing
best hunting is just at dark.
rapidly.
Artesia News.

Havener News.

Some time aeo the News urged the farmers of Curry County, who were interested in the

passage

of Congressman
enlarged homestead
bill to write letters either direct
to the Congressman or to the
News which would forward
same, with regard to their views
in the matter.
Only about thirty or thirtyfive
responded in writing the News
and these letters were transmitted with the following letter
of explanation:
Mr. H. B. Fergusson.
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.
I am enclosing herewith about
Fer-gusso-

thirty or thirty five letters writ
ten by the farmers of Curry
County who are interested in
the passage of vour 640 acre

Mr. and Mrs. J. L. West and homestead bill which I
under
little daughter Vivian, of Cl vis, stand you are to introduce in
spent Wednesday at the Nels congress soon. This measure
Anderson home.
is a popular one and would be a
Bessie and Dewey Eshleman great relief to the settlers of

spent Sunday afternoon with this semi-aricountry as it
their little friends, Mary and would enable them to have
d

George Birdsall.
Havener farmers are now rejoicing because the train stops
here every Saturday
so that
people can have their cream
shipped from this place and it
saves them the trouble of hauling it to Clovis.
Mrs. Frank Magee and Mrs.
John Stanford visited Mrs. Nels
Anderson Thursday afternood.
Our new school house will be
finished this week and from all
appearances it will be a fine
building and most of the
n
are looking forward with
pleasure to the day when school
begins.
Am
Anderson visited Mrs.
W. H. Doughton Saturday afternoon and on her way home
visited Mrs. Jones melon patch.
The farmers and binders are
unusually busy now with the
crops. The majority of the
farmers will have feed enough
for their own use and some will
have feed to sell.
Quite a number of the Hav
ener Sunday School people gath
ered at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Nels Anderson Sunday
and spent the afternoon singing.
Miss Viva Grant presided at the
organ.
Mrs. J. Pritchard,
accom
panied by her little grand
daughter, Delia Helm, arrived
here the 9th inst from Dallas.
Texas, with a nice tombstone
for Mr. Pritchard's grave. She
expects to return the 18th.
Mr. and Mrs. Zeph Birdsall
were guests at the Porter
home Sunday.
Mr. W. H. Doughton is having a 150 ton silo built on his
place a mile and a half south of
where Blacktower used to be.
chil-are-

Died

ter of

Rosella MaGee, daughMr.
and Mrs. Frank

Magee,
with bronchial pneumonia, age five months. She
leaves a father and mother, one
sister, one brother and many
friends. Funeral services by
Rev. Evans at the home, Buried at the Clovis Cemetery.
A

flu
i h iwoot
But withers

Mnti tha morn,
nit day.
fant'a dawn

enough land to do a small stock
farming
business, which I
think, from a life time experience in New Mexico, will ulti
mately prove their salvation.
You will note that the letters
are addressed to the committees
on public
lands to whom I
thought you. might want to refer the matter. Some of the
settlers of Curry county have
advised me that they have written you personally urging the
introduction and speedy passage
of the bill. As representative
Kinkaid. of Nebraska, had a
similar measure passed some
years ago, he might be able to
give you some pointers on the
subject.
Wishing you success in this
and other matters for the goad
of New Mexico and the country
I remain,
Sincerely Yours,
A. E.

Curren,

Manager Clovis News.
Mrs.

Riley

and Mrs. J.
were the guests of
Mrs. Geo. Birdsall, Tuesday.
D. V. Winn and family left
Tuesday in wagons for a two
or three months stay in Texas.
Pritchard

Mrs. Roy Strouvelle is on the
sick lisc this week.

Judge Rowell's is in the city
from Oklahoma.
Born.

of

--

A

daughter to the wife

C. G. Duffy.

Saturday morn- -

ing.
Mrs Brockway, of San
is visiting her mother,
Ray.

Mar-cia-

l

Mrs.

and Mrs. E. W. Blinn are
the proud parents of a bouncing
baby boy who arrived at their
home Monday morning.
The regular meeting of the
Eastern Star lodge will be held
Friday night at which time
there will be initiation,
A case of scarlet fever is reported in a family named Law-sowho reside on the outskirts
in the northeastern part of the
city. The case has been
Mr.

n,

CLOVIS,
nation

PREVENT HOG CHOLERA

Sometime
or

dark
Sjpots

in
on

May resemble

Dead Animals Should Be Carefully Examined for Disease.

hem-Pal-

e

color,

the

ex-ic- e.

a

Ror
Mr-

CORNER

A

FRACTIOUS

ANIMAL

Shown in Illustration Guards
Against Injury of Stock and
Is Easily Mad.

Device

Hog Pen and Wallow.

veterinarian who should be able to
recognize any lesions Indicating the
presence of an Infectious disease In
the herd. These conditions, if recog-nlzeearly and proper methods of
'isolation instituted, might prevent the
,general dissemination of the disease
'throughout the herd.
In case of hog cholera the lesions
will vary according to the course of
the disease, but the following are
'usually present Slight inflammation
of the bladder la shown by redness of
'the lining; hemorrhagic spots on the
feldneys varying in size from the
point to the Uead of a pin. The kidneys are often pale and light colored,
chowlng these black spots, but may be
dark and congested. The kidneys may
be thickly covered with these spots, or
possibly only a few of them may be
een by stripping off the envelope of
the kidney. The kidneys sometimes
resemble a turkey egg In appearance.
The spleen 1b usually enlarged, congested, black and friable. Inflammation of the intestines, more especially
the mucous membrane of the caecum,
the beginning of the large intestine,
often occurs. This inflammation may
be diffuse or In the font of ulcers,
depending upon whether he acute or
the chronic type of the disease exists.
The presence of button-shapeulcers
d

Hog Sick With Cholera.

in the large Intestines

is the best indication of chronic cholera.
The following gives the organs
which should be examined when hog
cholera is suspected. A description of
the appearance of the organs in cases
of cholera is given also. It must be
remembered that all of these postmortem appearances
may not be
found in one hog. Those in the skin,
large intestine, small intestine, spleen,
kidneys and lungs are the most diagnostic.
Skin Red or purple discoloration
&long belly and between the hams.
Ulcers may appear and the skin crack
and ears slough.
Large intestines- - Exterual congestion and internal
congestion with
hemorrhagic spots in the acute form,
and ulcers in chronic cholera.
Small intestines External and In- -

The following Illustrated device will
be found very convenient and effective on the average farm. While we.
of course, like to (and do) keep on Intimate terms with moBt of the farm
animals, there are times when all of
us have wished that we had a corner
In the lot where we could hem some of
the stock up and crowd right up and
catch them without any danger of
their becoming excited and Jumping
through or over the fence, says a writer In Iowa Homestead. Take pieces
of wood about two feet in length
and tack them to the top of an ordinary fence, as shown in the illustra- -

To Corner a Fractious

Animal.
tion, having one on each post for a
rod or so out from the corner post.
Next secure a piece of ordinary woven
wire from eighteen to twenty-fou- r
Inches high, and tack It to these pieces
above the posts. When crowded Into
such a corner, an animal is pretty apt
to quiet right down and allow one
to capture It, where, if It were an ordinary fence, it might attempt to go
through or over it, perhaps greatly
damaging or fatally injuring itself; so
that the plan is not only one of convenience and a saving of labor, but guards
against the injury of stock and tends
to keep them more gentle and

WAYS OF SERVING ICE CREAM
Always Acceptable Dessert May
Sent to the Table in a Great

NEWS
FAVORITE popular

TULLE STILL

style

is

the halo

Be

MOST

Mil
All

PROMINENT F!
THE PALL MILL

Regretted.

Be Used in Many Ways and
Kindt of Materials Lacs In

Combination With Velvet
In

I

gra

we were children. Fill this receptacle
with ice cream and sprinkle ground
macroons on top.
Wafer boxes are put together in exactly the same way. Square wafers
are the most desirable, two being used

for the bottom and one at each, end,
standing upright The Ice cream
should be cut into blocks and fit Into the frame. Pink and white Ice
cream, garnished with cherries, make
an attractive color combination
A novel way to serve brick Ice
cream is to cover the sides and ends
Qjf the brick with thick slices of lady
cake. Cut the cream as uBual. Bach
slice will have a frame of cake, con
trusting prettily with the colors of the
cream.
PLACE

IN

REFRIGERATOR

Try This Substitute Where the Highly
Desired Ice Box Is Not for the
Moment Procurable.
Take a box of the desired, size and
remove the bottom, replacing it with
strips of wood about an inch wide and
two inches apart. Now stand the bo
on end and nail cleatB on the Inside tc
BU,pport the shelveR. which should be
removable for convenience in clean
ing. Next take a piece of burlap,
which should be about twenty lnchej
longer than the height of the box and
wide enough to reach around the box
with a few inches overlap. Beginning
at the edge of the box nearest the
front, tack the burlap on smoothly,
bringing It even with the bottom ol
the box and allowing the surplus
length to project at the top. The burlap should form the door of the box by
slipping the selvage edge of the goods
over a row of small nails driven up
and down along the side of the box.
Place a two Rallon pall filled with water on top of the box and allow surplus
length cf burlap to all over Into the
pail. The btfrrep rvlll become saturated
and the evaporation will keep the interior cool. Woman's Home Cotnpao
Ion.

Cauliflower With Dressing.
Cauliflower Is far more delicate II
cooked for a good half hour. It should
be washed and examined carefully to
see that there are no insects lurking
inside. Tie in a clean white cloth, put
it on in cold water, stem up in a
or porcelain sauce pan never
in tin or iron. When done place It,
flowers mi in n hot. nlatter and nour
over it the following sauce: Rub to- gether a tablespoonful of butter and
one of flour to smooth paste, add gra
Ward Off Sickness.
ually a cup and a half of the wato;
When the fowl acts dumpish, has a in which the cauliflower was boiled
poor appetite, and seems generally Let this boll for two or three minute?
out of sorts. It Is best to pen it up seasoning with pepper and salt, anil
for a few days and give a good physic. just before serving add the well beatAn ordinary family liver pill Is excelen yolk of an egg mixed with a
lent for this purpose. Such precaution
of cold water to prevent c,urd- will generally ward off a serious spell
of sickness.
Dewdrop Cakes.
Butcher Gets Heifers.
Half a cup of butter, two cups powThe city man who keeps a good cow dered sugar, one cup milk, whites of
hates to fool with calves and here Is four eggs, 2V4 cups flour, heaping tea
an opportunity for dairymen to pick spoon baking powder. 1 us iny
up some good heifer calves. Usually
ferred flavor. I generally u
the butcher gets them.
though lemon
Cream
rantlla is n
stiffly
,
butter, add i
ix, then m
Two Active Armies.
n order
beaten egg v
Two armies that are active day and named, puttii
of each.
night now must be fought all the then repeat! t
iwder
time. They are weeds and bugs.
with flour. C

TIMELY NOTES OF SHEEPFOLD sheep often suffer from the want of
clear, cold water. This should always
Patience, Tact and Perseverance Are be supplied.
Among Essentials In Making SucMarsh water will sooner or later
cess With Sheep Flock.
cause disease in the flock. It generally abounds In parasites.
No use to go into sheep-raisinunTo stuff the flock one week, starve
less you have patience, tact and great It the next, is a sure way to produce
perseverance.
very bad effects.
In selecting a sheep pasture, avoid
Men to whom all sheep look alike
low, damp ground, because sheep will will never succeed In the business.
not thrive on it.
Every successful flockmaster will
Soil underlaid with limestone or dry know each Individual animal and learn
sandstone makes the best sheep something of Its peculiarities
ground.
Sow plenly of turnips for the sheep
Old meadows
with a variety of this fall. One hundred head will con'grasses are much better for the sheep sume an acre of turnips in about ten
than artificial meadows which are fre- days.
quently changed.
Some, farmers allow their sheep to
Sheep are probably more delicate harvest the- turnips, but this is poor
and more easily affected by climatic economy. Better pull them and store
changes than any other farm animal. them in the cellars and pits and feed
The wise shepherd does not wait un as needed.
til his wlbla Dock is affected before he
Sheep thrive in the air and sunshine
begins to attempt a cure, but takes and quickly pine and fall away when
every precaution to prevent the disease getting a foothold.
No use trylcg to make profit out of pasture as the sheep will
sheep on very high priced land.
ter part of the summer t
During the bot summer months, gained while pasture wu
g

MEXICO,

mlarged,
black, friable,
resembles black Jam.
ldom any visible changes,
irged and congested.
-- Congestion
on mucous

If Condition Indicating Infection Art
Recognized Early and Proper
Itnl
Method of Isolation Adopted
Bladder Congestion and spots on
8pread May Be Averted.
mucous surface.
Lymphatic glands Varying degrees
of congestion, from pink to dark In
(By V. M. HAYKB.)
All farmer
should either post- color
Lungs May be covered with spots
mortem every hog that dies under
circumstances
at all suspicious, or of red or brown color varying in site
have the work done hy a competent from a pin head to
half dollar
Complete hardening of parts of the
lung occurs. Pus may form, and adhesions to the chest will sometimes
take place.
Heart
Sometimes shows small"
areas of congestion of the base.

Insanitary

NEW

grai.-Itewar- e

table-spoonf-

tulle are
the contrast

of

loned being very
least bit Inconsistent.
Such
quantities of tulle
are being usrd
that the woma
who la planning
to build her own
autnmn hat this

la
a

chin band of velvet ribbon. By th
way. these chin bands are exceedingly
nd sometimes
fashionable
fasclnat
Ing. It ;.! not intended for the woman
with a "flowing chin," but it can he
woman who
worn by the middle-agewishes to disguise the wrinkles that
d

seKson
will
do
well to lay In a

stock of the desirable stuff early
In the game.
Lace is much In Black Velvet.
In vogue In combination with velvet.
Some of the models Just brought over
from the other side have
wired
brimB of black lace with crowns of
velvet, or crowns of lace with velvet
brims.
Ribbons also play ui important part
in fall millinery, and every sort of
ribbon Ib fashionable, from narrow
moire bands and bows to wide ribbons, which are formed into huge,
wired butterfly loops.
Cora and peacock feathers seem
to be replacing the delicate Numida
which was a veritable frenzy last
season, and many of the new models
show simple quills, smartiy arranged
In crossed effect, or placed side by
side in a cluster. Wings are fashionable also, though the "broken wing"
effect that Is, one wing sweeping upward and the other drooping downward 1b now the uodtsh arrangement.
Close brimmed effects framing the
face and hair becomingly, are the
favorites for early
wear wltn
tall-ore-

d

trotter
and au-

frocks
tumn suits.

hats

rest

All
well

There are other chin bands of pearls
as well as velvet ribbon, but it is to be
hoped the former will not make Iib appearance on sensible women in America. The French woman who wore it
suspended from her ears at the Paris
races was not starting a fashion; she
was merely trying to get photo
DICTATES

OF FASHION.

K
e form pointed
square collars
over foulard and
crepon silk dresses.
Entire dresses are made of crepe
printed in small or floral patterns on
light or dark grounds.
Natty jackots of satin or figured
silk material give a decided air to the
simple frock of silk.
Evening gownB have long sashes of
tulle, crepo or ribbon loosely arranged several inches below the normal waist line, forming a crushed girdle effect.
Among the prettiest collars In the
new neckwear are those of the Boft
rolling type, with pointed ends. They
are made of embroidered batiste, linen or lawn. To either Bide Is at
inched a jabot or pleated lace.

ATTRACTIVE

GOWN.

down on the head,
and the hair Is
dressed low. covering
the ears
and having a coil"
or roll at the
back of the head,
under
the hat
brim. The small,
Gray Velvet With aristocratic
head
Aigrette.
is now the ideal
of fashion and hat shapes and
fures alike
to this ideal.
A sensational new shape is tha
visor cap. which Is really no more
than a round, or oblong turban fitting
the head closely and having a small,
visor over the nose.
These hats have usually puffed crowns
of velvet.
A model of the type illustrated was
shown at a smart shop on Fifth avenue, Manhattan.
The model was of
black velvet, the hrlra was turned
sharply up at the back and held In
place by two ui
nding uncurled
cerise ostrich feat
s.
The front
brim was turned
wn directly at
the front, surrou:
ig the crown
was a narrow blai
velvet tied in a
small fiat bow at
down-turnin-

g

BEAD BORDER
No

Old Cream Use.
When cream is only slightly sour it
may be made delicious to serve with
puddings, etc.. in the following way:
Put Into a basin with the juice of a
lemon and a tablespoonful of sugar
and whip until quite stiff. This treatment makes it excellent, and Increases
the quantity at the same time.

A

DECORATION

Prettier

Method of Adornment for
Pillows That Are to Be Used
on the Porch.

An

To Keep Dinner Hot.

of black taffeta trimmed with

Co

set

Even the leghorn hat of today
small but It remains simple with

lie- -

1

iry

Tha new three tier effect
in draperies.

latest

res
ntll

len
er,
the

pis

ves

as
whi
baa

its

M

i.li

lowh

CLOVIS,

iff

UN
MRS.

Ffiwiffn
WAS

WILSON

(Mi

WORN

NEW

MEXICO,

NEWS

AN IMMENSE NEW INDUSTRIAL PLANT FOR CHICAGO

OUT

all U
and
Uy

n Is, of
Ions to d

rgy and
with
iigth. she has been dealing this out In
y was necessarily
such
tat the s
soon exhausted. So
n.uch depends upon the presence of the chatelaln of the White House at all
state functions that it will bo a deprivation not only tor Mrs. Wilson, but for
the people Invited to the White House, In case she should break down under
the arduous duties of her position. It is said that she Is a picture of health
now that Bhe Js in tho quiet of her home up in Harlakenden. N. H.

ENGLAND'S

LARGEST

five-stor-

LANDOWNER

With the accession of the Marquis of Stafford, George GranTllle
Leveson-GoweSutherland
to the
dukedom of Sutherland, following the
death of the fourth duke, an enormous
acreage of British land has changed
owners. Tho Duke of Sutherland la
the largest landowner in Great Britain, as well as the head of one of the
oldest families of the nobility. Tradition declares that the first Earl of
Sutherland wau one of the original
Mormaers, or prehistoric counts of
Scotland, according to the Sketch, although the title can bo traced only
from the grant of Alexander II. of
Scotland in 12SG. Legend traces the
title back to 1057, but William, historically known as the first earl, was
given tho title in 1236 for his services
An
in suppressing an tnsurectlon.
English barony was conferred on the
Scotch earl in 1620 and he became
Baron Cower In 1703. The holder of
the title In 1746 was made Earl
Earl of Sutherland became the Duke
r,

i
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Gower and Viscount Trentham.
oi Sutherland In 1S33.
The mother of the present di
now dowager duchess, was Fanny St.
Clair Erskine, daughter of the fourth Earl of Kosslyn. She was married
when she was seventeen years Q'.d, and Is still one of the most beautiful as
well as the most active and vitai women of England. The present duchess,
who was Lady Eileen Gladys ButWr, daughter of the seventh Earl of
is a dadhing. clever and pretty woman and a great favorite In
Lanes-boroug-

Boclety.

PLANS

BABY-SAVIN-

CAMPAIGN

G

Probably the most complete report

of what is being done In this country
to save babies ever Issued by the
government is embodied In a
pamphlet by Julia C. Lathrop. chief of
children's bureau of the department
100-pag- n

of labor, just made public.
Two thousand 'copies of the report
are being distributed to health officials and organizations Interested In
baby saving in cities. lowns, and villages throughout, the nation, in order
that all may kuow what 'titers are
doing.
The purpose of the report is to Instruct baby savers in the most recent
methods of baby saving, and the most
important sections are printed in English, Italian, German, Polish, Yiddish,
Slovak and Hungarian.
The report Is based on Information
furnished Miss Lathrop by the mayors
a population of more than 50.000. and
lletlna issue id at Inter- ig children.

FAMOUS

BEAUTY

OF

w plant of
When impleted. th
the Calumet Baking Powder Company,
now under course of" construction, at
South list avenue nnd Fillmore
street, will prove a fitting monument
to the ability, honesty and progres-slvenes- s
which have rendered possible tho tremendous growth of one of
Chicago's most prominent industrial
Institutions.
This immense plant, the estimated
cost of which Is $250,000, Is a strictly
y
modern
and basement, fire
proof,
concrete building.
Size, 260x100 feet. One of the novel
and Interesting features of this, the
largest and most efficiently equipped
Baking Powder plant in existence,
will be a cantilever shipping platform

EUROPE
tal will next winter posits foreign chatelaines
famous beauties of Eu- -

Be Kind to the Animals.
This is the time of the year when
domestic animals need most considerate treatment from human beings.
The hot weather takes the life out of
many a hcrse that could go on working comfortably for years in a modTo the dogs exerate temperature.
treme heat Is as exhausting as It is to
their masters. The cats are not so
much affected by the heat, but this Is
the time of year when the majority
of cat owners seem to feel free to
go out of town and leave their household pets to the tender mercies of
their neighbors. So every city church
yard and school yard and every spot
which can occur coolness and safety
in the heart of a city has its population of neglected cats to whom it is
a mercy to minister in July and August. Hartford Times.

projecting over to a switch track on maintenance of the high standard of
a level with the second floor.
excellence for which Calumet Baking
Automatic machinery, modern appliances and passenger and freight
elevators of the latest type will be
Installed and employed In manufacturing and handling the company's
product.
Plans which mako possible a maximum amount of glass area and the
highest degree of sanitation have
been carefully and scientifically prepared. Spacious and splendidly appointed rest rooms are provided for
employes.
One entire floor will be devoted to
laboratory and research equipment.
The installation of a modern bakery
for experiment purposes insures the

Powder is famed.
The Calumet Baking Powder Company was organized a quarter of a
century ago by Mr. Wm. M. Wright.
The company first began tho manufacture of baking powder In a comparatively small way, with limited
capital. Modern methods, combined
with high grade materials and an unwavering determination to produce
an article in." superior quality have
created a demand which necessitated
the erection of the new Calumet plant
have made the Calumet Company a
substantial factor in the Industrial
life of Chicago, and won for it a patronage which is a benefit and a credit to the city. Adv.

OF MOMENT

His Bust.
Daniel J. French, the sculptor who
was commissioned to make the bust
of Ralph Waldo Emerson which Is
now in Memorial hall, Harvard uni
versity, tells this story:
"At one of the sittings Mr. Emer
son rose suddenly and walked over
to where the sculptor was working.
He looked long and earnestly at th
bust, and then, with an inimitably
droll expression, said:
"The trouble is tho more it resembles me the worse it looks."

TIME

A

MATTER

Something Poultry Dealer Had Forgotten to Explain to His Very
Much Disappointed Patron.

Mr. Timkins of East Orange had
bought six new hens from a poultry
dealer In Plainfield.
"Didn't you tell me that you got as
many as ten and twelve eggs a day
from them?" asked Mr. Tlmktns a
few weeks later.
"That's what I to'.d you," said the
Plainfield man.
"I've had those chickens several
week.j now and I never got more than
four eggs on any one day. How do you
account for that?"
"Well, I don't know," said the guileyou
ful dealer, "unless it's because
look too often. If you would look only
once every three days, you would
She Got Even. '
probably get as many as ten or twelve
Little Lucy, aged five, had been to eggs in a single day. juBt as I did "
church.
New York Evening Post.
"There was such a crowd, mamma,"
I couldn't find
Bhe explained, "that
Double Trouble.
a 6eat and had to stand in the aisle;
A story is told by the secretary
but I got even."
of state about one of his doubles re"Whrt do you mean, my child? How lates a certain head waiter of a Chiget
d her
did you
cago hotel. Bryan had been stopping
curiously.
at the hotel and soon after he left a
any prayers.
"I didn't
delegation of college boys from a nearby Institution came to vllst him. The
Not Able to Be Pecked.
head waiter, who happened to be com"What does 'impeccability' mean?" ing off duty, was corralled in the lobasked the teacher in an eighth grade by of the hotel, and, amid enthusiastic
school.
dicers, was compelled to make a
"Not able to be pecked," was the speech.
prompt reply from the bright pupil.
He gave the college boys much kindly advice, told them to persevere, and
LIGHT BREAKS IN
intimated that some day they might
Thoughtful
Farmer Le,arns About rise to his position.
Coffee.
The next day the colloge students
Many people exist in a more or less were looking for the speaker with
hazy condition and it often takes years clubs, for a morning paper had pubbefore they realize that tea and cof- lished this headline over an account
fee are often the caiiBe ot the cloudi- of the speech:
ness, and that there la u simple way
"Students Get Advice From Head
to let the light break in.
Walter."
A worthy farmer had such an experience and tells about it, in a letter. He
Might Miss It in the Dark.
says:
"It all depends on the point of
"For about forty years, I have had
indigestion and stomach trouble In view."
various forms. During the last ::o
"Well?"
years I would not more than get over
"I see where a cigarette firm adverone spell ot bilious colic until another tises free with every package of cigv
.Mil be upon mi
rug' four Inches
"The best doctors I could get and arettes a 'large
wide."
only
buy,
I
could
all the medicines
gave me temporary relief.
"Change of climate was tried withAmong Other Things.
out results. I could not sleep nights,
"I suppose you saw many ancient
bad rheumatism and my heart would things in Egypt."
palpitate at times so that it seemed
"Yes, sir.. They had a trolley line
it would jump out of my body.
a thou"I came to the conclusion that there there that must have been Courier-Journawas no relief for me and that I was sand years old." Louisville
about wound up, when saw a Postum
I had always been a
advertisement.
coffee drinker, and got an idea from
Important to Mothers
in- mine carefully every bottle of
the ud. that may
CA
OH A, a safe and sure remedy for
cause of my trouble.
s and children, and see that it
"1 began to use Postum instead of
inf
coffee and in lets than three weeks I
Bears the
spell Signature
left
In Use For Over 30 Years.
of bi
jstlon Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
"iv

DEEP CRACKS

ot
lat-

-

an- iul-

-

fas
sen

uty

JOINTS

P. O. Box 378, El Paso, Texas. "My
trouble began December, 1911. It commenced on me by causing a scurf-likskin and my toe joints, finger joints
and llpo commenced to crack and
split open. My finger cracks would
Weed all day long; the cracks wera
very deep and my thumb seemed to
My hands
be cracked to the bone.
were bo bad that I had to sleep with
gloves on.
The cracks in my lips
would bleed often during the day and
I used to put adhesive plaster across
them to try to keep them closed. My
toes would bleed, and I would And
blood In my socks when the day's
work was done. The Bkln around the
crack's was red and inflamed. I wore
shoes one size too large on account ot
my feet being bo sore. I used to become frantic with pain at times. My
hands and feet used to smart.
"I Buffered agony for four months.
I went to town and got some Cutlcura
Soap and ulntment. From the time I
commenced with the Cutlcura Soap
and Ointment until completely cured
was just nineteen days." (Signed)
Jack Harrison, Nov. 19, 1912.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free.wlth 32-- Skin Book. Address rnt-car- d
"Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
e

Not Much.
"What did that old skinflint glva
when his daughter got married?"
"He gave a contented sigh."
And she who loves and runs away
may have a fit of regret later.

9j

ror

ickache Rheumatism

Kidneys and Bladder

l.

1

HOSPITAL FOR THOSE
LESS ABLE TO PAY

I

rank.

ON

neve
worl
"I
gun

Th Post Graduate Hospital of Oklahoma
City, Okla, fur ninlies room, board. Hunting
and medical and surgical services for
$1500 per week. Patients taken care of
in elegant private rooms which were
formerly 429.00 per week. Patients must
bring a tetter from their local physlclm
they apeunablc to pay more than
the hospital fee. No other hospital to
our knowledge la conducted along these
lines. No better specialists in all lines,
conneoted with any hoepital in the
OithwesL Address
DR. CAMP. Superiiiteadear
POST GRADUATE HOSPITAL
Oklahoma CUy. Okie.
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it
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Had to Have It.
"I must have

a

wig."

"Why must you?"
"Because it is a bald necessity."
Don't buy wat.-- for bluing. Liquid blue Is
nil water, huy Hud t row. bull blue,
ie blue that's nil blue. Adv.
r
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FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS.
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You can't sati
tuDty honors.

with

THERAPION
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The Clovis News
The News Printing Company
(Incorporated)

Arthur

E.

Entered at the post office at
as second class
matter under the act of March

Clovis, N. M.
3, 1879.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

$1.00

Six Months

50

Everything's now about
readiness for that boom that
sure to come.
Just stop to consider

HE

Clovia, N. M.,

Curren, Manager.

One Year

Uncle Josh Writes
Malindy.

that

Clovis is only six years old and
is a good one too, for a city of

that age.

My Dear Malindy:
Cameo
Junction, N. M., just a few lines
ter let ye know what we una air
doin' deestrict court is in sesh-uand all the horce rustlers are
over across the line for thair
health.
The fall leaves are beginning
to fall and the lovers tew fade,
remindin us uv what we did
with our summers wages.
Duck shootin is quite popular,
and some of them air critters is
bein shot at every mornin' and
the hardware dealers are powerful glad to see so much
wasted.
Jack Morris is the only man
in town that don't have ter hide
behind a blind, as he just gets
down behind his front half and
the ducks can't see over.
Those
blamed equinoxical
windsair so strong that it blew
a farmers whiskers off and they
couldn't even stop 'em at Texi-cn

9
I

Do you see this picture? Well this

The papers
contain accounts almost daily of where
people lose their money by hiding it in
unsafe places. If you want to hide
your money, hide it behind our thick
walls and strong locks where it will
be SAFE.
We refer those who have not
banked with us to those who HAVE.
"Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank"
is a common occurrence.

Are you assisting in any manner toyvard making Clovis a better place in which to live? It A little fellow here named
takes united efforts, not shirk- Moran went snipe huntin' and
ers but workers.
shot a bull bat.
Kounty Klerk Await says they
s
A visit to the beautiful
tried tv. bribe him with a little
valley makes one feel old measly hundred
dollars,
proud of their neighbor
failin' in that they offered him
This valley is showing a sute of close, and every one
rapid and substantal
knows that he needs the close
but didn't take urn.
Not much news and no babies
Be public spirited. If you
borned
here for several hours,
haven't the coin to back up the
so I'l quit with plenty uv affex-unat- e
enterprises that are here, or
luve Yer own Josh.
the ones we are trying to get,
put in good measures of words,
Four County Officials
they help some. That is good
Indicted for Malfeasance
doctrine. Avalanche.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22.
If you would be satisfied with The Torrance county grand jury
presentments
returned
your purchases buy from Clovis has
against
Zamora,
Lorenzo
Juan
merchants and leave the mail
ValSanchez,
Cruz
and
Librado
goods
shoddy
order houses and
county
encia,
commissioners,
decepdealers alone. Smite the
tive peddler with a poker and and Acasio Oallego, county
use the catalogues for making clerk, esking their removal on
the ground of incompetency.
fires.
The officials have been given
Sept 27 to file answer. The
until
Right now is the time for the
Things We Would Like
will
case
probably be tried at a
investor to make a good stake
To Know.
in C.ovis. After the completion special session in November.
of a new trunk line of railway, Gallegos has only been in office
When it is going to frost?
the hospital and the harvesting a year, having succeeded ManuS.
el
who
Sanchez,
was removed
of the bumper crops, property
Just how many thousand peovalues will greatly increase. a year ago by the same proced- ple will attend the big Curry
The wise property
owner will ure. Howell Earnest, traveling county fair on Oct. 13 14.
stick to his Clovis property for auditor, recently made an exIf there are any sweeter mel
amination qf the boolcs of the
good profits.
ons than those raised in Curry
county and it is said these procounty.
ceedings are based on his reThe Lord High Chancellor of
When the price of broom corn
England, in a speech at Montre- port. EveningHerald.
is
going to stop soaring.
incompetency
If
and depleal, stated people were not so
public
tion
of
funds is a basis
When our young friend Phxyz
much in fear of the law as they
indictment
for
and
dismissal
going to learn the difference
is
were of public opinion.
office then there is an ex- between an
from
Australian snipe
No the law has prov ed in
Curry
opportunity
cellent
in
and
a
"bull
bat."
effective in the cases of certain
Curry county officials who have county to do some effective
Wnen Johnnie can distinguish
squan dered the people's money work. If what one of the coun- the difference between Swedish
ty officials says is true, Curry
because they were in a position
and German citizens.
to do so, but public opinion is county is worse than bankrupt
When the long and short of it
nevertheless, decidedly against with no relief in sight except
going to tie the nuptial knot.
are
through
proceedure
a
as above
them. If they have any doubt
Just how the city marshal fig
about this matter let them be stated.
ured
the difference in val ue of
candidates
for public office
The News is of the opinion
male
and female dogs to' be
again and see who will say that the effort to remove the
25.
$2
"I told you so."
U. S. Land office
from Fort
An estimate of just how many
Sumner to Clovis will ultimately
bears
and other small game that
Clovis is making great prepa- fail as it will take more influbagged on his trip to the
Justus
rations for the annual Curry ence and political power than
mountai
is.
county fair which will be held appears behind the movement.
Oct. 13th to 17th. The show is
Whether
the undertaker had
New Elks.
always a good one, and as this
eye for business in making a
an
year has been a good one on the At the regular session of the trip to a "dead" town.
plains the show Bhould be better order last Wednesday night,
Messrs. Tomlinson and .vlcLean
than ever. Roswell News.
Military Notice,
UM fi
ll
wnue me prize nst is not as were introduced through the
mystic
of
rites
the
Clovis,
N. M. Sept 22.
order
and
extensive as last year, the .reas
prounounced
worthy
Clovis
News.
members
on for this is that the premium
Kindly insert notice in your
B. P. 0. E. 's. Refreshsolicitors did not meet with the of the
paper
to the effect that herearf-te- r
encouragement that they had ments were served.
there will be drill at the arlast year, anyway the list is Rev. Evans of the M. E. mory every Monday night.
All members of Company "K"
large enough to cover almost Church delivered a splendid
are
ordered to attend.
everything expected to be dis- sermon last Sunday on "conF. C. Blumlein,
'
played.
tentment" and how to get it.
Capt. Co. K.
o.

Por-tale-

Por-tale- s.

HID HIS MONEY IN
GONE

TP

lie

First National Bank
of Clovis

Jas. Potts is in the city from
La

I

Junta, Colo.

Snow fell in Las Wgas and at
Vaughn N. M., Wednesjay night

Wanted. Position by reliable man capable of doing practically any kind of work. Married and sober. Good references. J. H. M. Care of Clovis
News.

it

Mother of Eighteen Children.
"I am tho mother of eighteen children anil
have the praise or doing more work than any
vounu-womain mv town." writeB Mrs. C. J.
Martin, Boone Mill. Va. "1 suffered for five
yea:s with Btomach trouble and could not est as
much a a biscuit without Buffering. I have
taken three bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets
and am now a well woman and weigh 168
ponnds. I can eat anyth,lnr I want to and as
much as I want and feel 1 etter than I havo
at any time in ten years. I refer to any one in
Boone Mill or vicinity and they will vouch for
what 1 say." Chamburlain's Tablets are fo
sale by All Druggists.

Know

You

that you aways get
what you want in

GROCERIES
AT

HARVEY & MORRIS
When the housewife needs Fruits
Vegetables and Produce in addition to her grocery order, she can
get it all from us.
Phone 25.
"The Quality Tells and the Price Sells"

HARVEY

&

MORRIS

"The Leading Grocers"

In

the District Court of the
United States for the District of New Mexico.

PROFESSIONAL

DR. A. L. DILLON

No. 136 in Bankruptcy.

Physician & Surgeon

In the Matter of William J.
Downing, Bankrupt,
To the Honorable Wm. H.
Pope, Judge of the District
Court of the United States for
the District of New Mexico.
William J. Downing, of Clo-viin the County of Curry, and
State of New Mexico, in said
district, respectfully represents:
That on the second day of
August, last passed he was duly
adjudged bankrupt
under the
Acts of Coniriess relating to
bankruptcy; that he has duly
surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has
fully complied with all the requirements rf said Acts and of
the orders of the Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore He Prays that he
may be decreed by the court to
have a full discharge from all
aeDts provable against his estate under said Bankrupt acts,
except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 4th day of September, A. D. 1913.
William J. Downing,
Bankrupt.
s,

Clovis Cash Grocery Co.

House Painting

A. Dickman,

Dlar-rhae-

-

Notice of Foreclosure Sale.
f.

trict Court,

in and for
Curry Co..
New Mex.

No. 622.
1913 the
Julyflist
on
Whereas,
plaintiff. Miss Ida Koenig recov-ereI

n

a judgment against the defendant 0. A. Marsh, in the

above entitled cause, in the District court for Currv County N.
M., for the sum of $709.92 which
said judgment bears interest at
the rate of twelve (12) per cent
per annum from the said date of
the rendition thereof, and for
the accruing costs of suit.

a

1

y,

"Last winter my son caught a .cry bad cold
aad the way he coughed waa something dreadful." writes Mrs. Sarah E. Duncan, of Tipton.
Iowa. "We thought aure he waa going Into
We bought just one bottle of
consumption.
Cough Remedy and that oua
Chamberlain's
bottle (topped his cough and cured hia cold
completely." For aale by All Druggiata.

I

to-wi-

Bert Curless

Caught a Bad Cold.

I

CONARTY, Agt.

n

Osteopath

It.

vs.
0. A. Marsh,
Defendant.

Special attention to diseases of
For the above occasion tickets will be on sale Oct. 4 to
the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Notice of Sale of Real Estate
10. inclusive, Clovis to Albuquerque, N. M. and return at
and Fittinsr Glasses.
Whereas, on the 22nd day of
rate of $10.85 for the round trip, good for return until Oct.
Oyer First Ntlonl Bank,
August, 1913, in an action pend13, 1913.
OftVe Phone 1M. Residence Phone 8.
ing in the district court of Cur-r- p
New Mex.
Clovis,
L. R.
County, New Mexico, where
S.
C.
in
Hunter as administrator of the estate of Edward T.
ingi
D. D.
Hunter, deceased, was plaintiff,
of the Arm of Drs. Presley A Swearlngin
and Elizabeth Frank et al, were
of Koawt.ll
defendants, said
aviso being
will be in Clovis from the 10th numbered 647 on the docket of
Just what you want in
to 20th ot each month treating said court, a judgment and dediseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose cree was rendered and entered
and Throat and Fitting Glasses. of record, wherein the following
described real estate, situate in
the county of Curry, state of
Next door to P. O.
DR. H. R GIBSON
The Blue Front.
The north
New Mexico,
west quarter of section 7, township 2 North, Range 37 East,
Treats all diseases both acute N. M. P. M., also the undivided
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women. one half interest in 100 acres of
land situate in the republic of
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
Mexico, state of Vera Cruz,
Office over Skidmore Drug Store county of Tuxpam and municiOffice Phone 383. Res. 390.
pality of Tihuatlan, was orderNew Mexico. ed and decreed sold.
Clovis.
Interior Finishing. Decorating, Tinting, Wall Papering, Etc.
notice is
Now Therefore,
Work Promptly Executed. Your Patronage Solicited.
hereby given that the underPHONE 254
CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO.
L.
m. d. signed, as administrator of the
estate of said deceased, in obe...Physician & Surgeon... dience to the orders, judgment
Despondency.
Diarrhoea Quickly Cured.
and decree rendered in said "I waa taken with Diarrhoea and Mr. Yorka. Is often caused by indigestion and constipation
Office opposite Antlers Hotel
when Chamberlain's
cuse, will expose and offer the the merchant here, persuaded me to try a bot- and quickly disappears
tabletr are taken. For aale by All Druggists.
Colic, Cholera and
Res. 219.
Office phone 53.
above described real estate for tle of Chamberlaln'a
tjjJ
.jS
Remedy. After taking- one doae of It
0
at
jt j
to the waa cured. II alao cured others that I rove It
...I ALSO FIT GLASSES... sale at public out-crwrites M. E. Gebhart. Oriole. Pa. That la
highest bidder, for cash in hand, to."
not at all unusual. An ordinary atttack of
Clovis, - - - - New Mex. on
the 30th day of September, diarrhoea can almoat invariably be cured by
A. D. 1913, at the hour of one one or two doae. of thia remedy. For aale by
All Druggists.
o'clock in the afternoon, at the
We want your farm
Remember The
south door of the court house in
loans. Can handle
them on short no- the city ot Olovis, burry coun- GOATS FOR SALE. -- Five hunty, New Mexico.
tice.
dred long wooled Angora Goats;
This 3rd day of September, thirteen head of fine Shropshire
See us at once!
1
1913,
Sheep:
splendid
three
rams.
for all kinds of
S. C. Hunter,
The
C. ?
James
PHOTO WORK
Administrator of the Estate Address (Mrs.)
Your patronage
of Edward T. Hunter, deceased Stewart, Portales, New Mexico. 1 Union Mortgage Co.
Route 1 Box 4.
2t
solicited
, . J J J Jt J J
. .
J J
S4 25.

Fresh Staple and Fancy Groceries,
Fruits, Vegetables, Produce.
Phone 36

Harry F. Lee, Clerk.

In the

6,-1- 1,

Special Com.

9.

WE HAVE IT

Attest:
A true copy.

I

Albuquerque, N. M.
1913
Oct.

J. Cecil Nelson,
S. 18--

Swea r

In the Matter of William J.
Downing, Bankrupt.
District of New Mexico, ss:
On this 17th day of September, A. D. 1913, on reading the
petition for discharge of William J. Downing, bankrupt, it
is ordered by the Court, that a
hearing be had upon the same
on the 30th day of October, A.
D. 1913. before David W. Elliott,
a referee in Bankruptcy of said
Court, at Roswell, in said District, at ten o'clock in the forenoon; and that notice thereof
be published in the Clovis News,
a newspaper pulished in said
district, and that all known
creditors and other persons in
interest may appear at the said
time and place and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of the said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by
the court, that the referee shall
send by mail to all known creditors, copies of said petition and
this order, addressed to them at
their places of residence, as
stated.
Dated September 17, 1913.
Wm. H. Pope.
U. S. District Judge.

Miss Ida Koenig,

New Mexico State Fair

--

In the United States District
Court For the District of
New Mexico.
In Bankruptcy N 0. 135.

S25

suit.
Dated and signed at Clovis,
Curry county N. M. this 16th
day of September 1913.

ajar,

aaa

am

Money! Money!

Clovis Studio

.

W. E. Copeland
The said judgment having
been recovered in an action on a
certain promissory note and
upon a mortgage deed, of an
even date with said promissory
note, given to secure the
of same, and whereas, the
plaintiff did, . on the same day,
obtain a decree foreclosing his
mortgage lien against the defendants in said cause upon the
following described real estate
and property,
Northwest quarter of section
12, Township 1, North of Range
31 East, of the New Mexico Meridian, in New Mexico, containing 160 acres, and all the improvements thereon; and whereas on said July 31st, 1913, an order for the sale of said tract
was made and entered in said
cause, and the undersigned J.
appointed
Cecil Nelson, was
special commissioner to sell the
said property and to apply the
proceeds of such sale upon the
satisfaction of the said judgment, the interest thereon and
accruing costs of suit so far as
the proceeds of such sale may or
Now, therefore,
shall extend.
pursuant to said judgment, decree and order of sale. I will on
the 3d day of November A. D.
1913. at the hour of 10 o'clock
a. m. . at the south front door of
the Court House in Curry county at Clovis, New Mexico, sell at
public vendue, to the highest
bidder, for cash, all the above
described real estate and property for the purpose of applying
the proceeds of such sale to the
payment of said judgment, the
interest thereon and costs of
pay-me-

to-wi- t:

Notice of Sale.
Whereas, the District Court of
Curry County, New Mexico on
the 18th day of June lyl3. ren
dered judgment against W. P.
Waggener and E. E. Waggener
in the sum of $618.25 together
with interest on the same from
Nov. 10th 1910 to

June 18th

1913

at the rate of

10 per cent per
annum, and also ten per cent ad
ditional on said amount as an
attorney's fee and costs of court
in a foreclosure suit against
them by the J. I. Case Threshing Machine'Corr,pany of Racine
Wisconsin, being cause number
ed 604 in said court, and the
court in said judgment and decree ordered and decreed that
the property of the said W. P.
Waggener, and E. E. Waggener
hereinafter described, be sold
according to law to satisfy said
judgment, and that A. W. Hock- enhull be and is by the court appointed Special Master to advertise and sell said property according to law.
therefore, notice is
Now,
hereby given, that I the undersigned Special Master will on
Wednesday, October 15th 1913
at the hour of ten o'clock in the
forenoon at the front door of the
Curry County Court House in
Clovis N. M., will sell at public
auction to the highest bidder for
cash the following described
property,
Lot six (6) in Block No. five,
(5) in the town of Texico in
Curry County, New Mexico, to
satisfy said judgment and all
costs and attorney's fees.
Witness my hand this 3d day
of August 1913.
to-wi-

t:

A. W. HOCKENHULL,

Special Master.
S.4-S2-

5.

Fleming Insurance Agency
Fire Insurance, Bonds

and Rentals.
Complete Astracts of Title to all lands and
town lots in Curry County. You need the best
Fire Insurance you can 'buy. Our aim is Service and Accuracy and your

PROTECTION
CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO.

HARRY K. THAW
is drawing the attention of many people, but ours is entirely devoted to the

accomodation of our customers.
Signed,

MORAN DRUG CO.

Q

V. STEED

Undertaker

& Embalmer

Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

Night Phone 38.

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
First Class Work. Hot and Cold Baths
South Main St.

Clovis, New Mexico.
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Life There
Hops
Brooms Sweep Clean" and
Many Other Old Favorite
Mark Historic Epoch.

w JR

Mew

Id

modern
written
. to the

ala
by

This letter la
prized docum
church.
"1 never pu
1
can do tod
was Lord
field's explunr
of how he
to do tso mm
Whatever la
worth doing
forth doing
well," he wr
the famous
Letters to His Son.
In some of the expressions we use
habitually may be crystallized an
epoch of history. Such Is the motto
01' the Order of the Garter, "Houi solt
qui mal y pense" (shamed be he who
thinks evil of it), which was given
by Edward III. of England. Wishing
to draw the best soldiers In the world
to him he proposed a revival of the
Round Table of King Arthur, holding
a tournament at Windsor Castle on
New Year's day, 1344. After the contest of arms, the guests were enter-talnt.- 'l
at his expense at a round table.
Philip, king of France, was jealous
over the interest this aroused, and
forbade his subjects to attend, at the
same time misrepresenting Edward's
motives. Several years later, when
Edward founded the Order of the Garter, he chose a motto that seemed to
challenge his rival monarch to think
wrong of it if he dared.
Later English history haB not been
laggard in increasing the supply of
apt remarks that have grown Into
everyday sayings. Lord Eldon, lord
chancellor of England during the first
"6 years of the nineteenth century,
continually mispronounced the name
of Henry Brougham, afterward to be
a successor to the chancellor's office.
Brougham objected to being called
Broffam, and in this regard Eldon
was the chief offender. Once, after
Brougham had made an excellent
Bpeech Eldon, by way of apology, pro- nouncc
s name correctly and made
a proverb, "
brooms sweep clean."
The sam
:pre9sion occurs fre-requently to
people who could
dge that their thought
have no km
had been given utterance before. "No
man is a hero to his valet" has been
paraphrased by scores, from Madame
du Comuel, a witty Frenchwoman of
the seventeenth century, to Dr. Johnson and Napoleoii. The first record
of it, however, is found in Plutarch,
fho states that when Ilermodotus addressed a poem to Antlgonus I., king
of Sparta, hailing him as son of the
sun and a god, the monarch replied.
"My body servant sings me no such
song."
It was Diogenes, the cynic, who declared that "habit is second nature."
I he
overs
phrase
circumstances
which he has no control" was used
by the duke of Wellington In a letter
concerning some affairs in which he
declined to interfere.
Dickens also
fslon a few years Inter
used tl
when ii
icawber write to David
Copper
beyond
i'ircumstances
by indl
ontrol ," etc.
"Conspicuous by l heir absence" has
been used on many occasions in modern oratory. It was first used by
Tacitus in relating that in the funeral
procession of Julia, niece of Cato. sister of Brutus, wife of Casslus, many
of the images of the most famous
families in Rome were seen, but "Cas-sinbeand Brutus shone
cause their .images were not displayed."
"Those who live in glass houses
i

s

BABY WITH

lesss

CONVENIENCE

RARE

LETTUCE

EASY TO MAKE

Folding Step Ladder That May Be
Used as a Seat Will Be Found
Useful In the House.

This is a new photograph of General Savon", commander-in-chie- f
of the
Bulgarian army, and his beautiful and charming daughter.
After having
accomplished the difficult task of driving the Turks from Europe back to
Asia, this modern Napoleon Is blamed for tho present unlooked-fo- r
losses
of the Bulgarians and, disgraced and discredited, may bo
army
for the defeat of the
which but a little while ago he led to Buch wonderful success.
court-martiale- d

should not throw stones." was Bald by PERRY'S SHIP, THE NIAGARA
James L of England, when his favorite, the duke of Buckingham, com- Commodore's Famous Old
Flagship a
plained that a mob bad broken his
She Looks After Being Raised
glass' windows, which were at that
From Lake Erie.
time a luxury.
Fairport, O. Perry's old flagship,
SHOT TOOK PIPE FROM MOUTH the Niagara, rebuilt
after having been
raised from the buttom of Lake Erie
Fisherman Off Sandy Hook Haa Ex- where she hod rested for almost a centremely Bad Scare In Mock
tury, came through the storm which
Battle.
buffeted and threatered to send her
to the bottom, victoriously, and with
New York. The Gleaner, a
the old watchword of Perry, "Don't
fishing smack under the command of Capt. Robert Tapper, brought
a badly frightened crew to the dock
at Fulton street. The captain acted
a bit excited himself, and the boat
looked as If it' had gone through a
South Sea typhoon.
The block was broken off the main
gaff, the down haul had been cut
right in halves, besides a lot of other
things that a landlubber couldn't understand.
"No." said the captain, "we haven't
been through a storm we've been
through a naval battle. And right off
Sandy Hook at that. 1 thought, with
all this talk of peace, an old fishing
vessel might ply up and down the
coast without being fired at, but she
can't. When we were about a mile
off Sandy Hook, there was a shriek of
a cannon ball in the air. The right
side of my face felt like it does when
a barber is scraping it with a dull
razor something took the pipe from
my mouth. Before I had time to real-ir'
what had happened, the whole
boat trembled from a tremendous
Niagara, Perry's Flagship.
shock.
"The shell, which came from the Give Up the Ship." flying from her
Fort at Sandy Hook, had grazed the main spar, arrived at Fairport, O.,
end of the main gaff, and bad cut the towed by the if. fe), training ships Woldown haul In halves. And it had act- verine and Essex. In the mouth of the
ually knocked the pipe from my Grand river a big reception was held
mouth, for I found myself chewing and thousands inspected the old ves- set.
the broken stem."
two-maste- d

ft
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one week, but it ia much improved, with the national anthem transmitted
and there has been no further spread per the ether.
It is
the same way
Kansas City Physicians Puzzled by or the disease. Physicians say It has
"
us on the
a fighting chance of recovery if It can that tb
Strange Case Very Young
on New
stand the long strain of eradicating
Child.
lc spark is an
the germs with the serum.
ent. Tbe fast-lie- r
It Is not known when infection was
u to
the notes
s at- - started and no trace of the disease has
ey can be var-- rotary spark- A

SERVING

There are so many wye of cooking lettuce that H might almost ap.
pear on the table every day In two
forms, once aa salad, once as a
One rather uncooked vegetable.
usual way makes use of a sort of lettuce which any amateur grower sometimes raises, much to his despair and
regret. This Is lettuce that has gone
to seed.' Let it grow eighteen inche
tall, strip the atalk of all leaves and
cut the stalk In Inch pieces. Boll
these until they are tender and serve
them with a welt seasoned cream
sauce. Lettuce served In this way la
truly delicious.
Lettuce
boiled like any other
green and served, chopped, with butter, pepper and salt is also very
good. It should be tender and fresh
before It la cooked If It la to be tender and delicious when It Is served.
Lettuce cooked like a green In the
following way Is worth trying. Boll
It In salted water until It 1b very tender. Then drain it In a colander and
chop It fine. Measure a tablespoon-fu- l
of butter and half as much flour
for each quart of the green and blend
them In a frying pan, adding the
lettuce when the butter and flour are
Binooth.
After four or five minutes'
stirring add salt, pepper and a quarter of a cupful of cream. Stir until
the cream Is hot and serve.

Have Become Common.

an

OF

a Salad or Cooked the
Either
Vegetable May Be Utillxed
Extensively.

Expressions of Noted Men That

hlle

WAYS

DISEASE

WEIRD VOICES OVER WIRELESS

1ng
A

Very Startling to Catch Laughter
Song Coming Out of Infinite
Space.

v

wl

or been

One of the most convenient things
to have around a house la a folding
step ladder, an article that can be used
either as a ladder or as a eeaL One of
these can easily be made at home by
your husband or brother or son, if
they are clever at handling tools.
The one here pictured 1 four feet
high when opened; eighteen inches
wide at the floor and six Inches wide
at the top step. When closed, it
measures two feet in height. Shelves

IN

TERRIBLE STATE
finds Help in Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable
Compound.
Bellevne, Ohio. "I was in a terrible
State before I took Lydia E. Pinkham'e
!
Veg e table Corn- id.
My back
ached until I thougMi
it would break, I had
pain all over me,
nervous feelings and
periodic trouble. I
was very weak and
run down and was
losing hope of ever

being well and

strong. After taking Lydia . Pink
ham'a Vegetable Compound I improved
rapidly and today am a well woman. I
cannot tell you how happy I feel and I
cannot say too much for your Compound.
Would not be without it in the house if
it cost three time the amount" Mrs.
Chas. Chapman, k. F. D. No. 7, Belle-vu- e,
Ohio.

Because your case is a difficult one,
doctors having done you no good, do not
continue to suffer without giving Lydia.
E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound a
trial.
It surely has remedied many
cases of female ills, such as inflammation, ulceration, displacements, tumors.
Irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
and it may be exactly what you need
The Pinkham record is a proud and
peerless one. It is a record of constant
victory over the obstinate ilia of woman
ilia that deal out despair. It is an established fact that Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Vegetable Compound has restored
health to thousands of such suffering
women. Why don't you try it if you
need such a medicine?
Who Am I?

Last year I did not want to
barrass my best girl to make her

empro-

pose to me, so asked her to be my
wife, and she said: "I would rather
be excused," and I like an Idiot excused her. But I got even with the
girl. 1 married her mother. Then my
father married the girl. Now, I don't
know who I am.
When I married the girl's mother,
the girl became my daughter, and
when my father married my daughter
he Is my son. When my father married my daughter she was my mother. If my father is my boii, and my
v
) daughter is my mother, who In thunMy mother's mother
are lorined by the steps when not in der am I?
(which is my wife) must be my granduse as a ladder; these are supported
by closets.
If, however, the top of mother, and 1 being my grandmother's
the box is made to lap over the side husband, I am my own grandfather.
pieces, no cleais will be needed be- National Monthly.
neath these piece. Narrow hinges are
placed on the edges to fasten the two
lo anr
can Si
parts together, and care should be Tou
ting or
work with.
of
taken to hook the joining parts firm- KingingInaec
ly when the article is being, used aa a other
and hunrii
ladder. Made of oak or chestnut and HEAUNQ
etained to match the other furnishings
Many birds form their sounds withof a room, this makes a splendid piece
epening their bills. The pigeon
out
of furniture that will last a Hong time
Is a
instance of this.
and will And 'many use.
If it Were really true that man
'Oyster 'Rabbit.
wants
but little here below we should
The combinations
possible with a
all get what we want.
chafing dish are endless. New one
may be Invented ax will, but here 1
Mra.',Vtoalow'e Soothlr:
rrup for Children
one which we have found tvery fetcha
BOIteua the gui
reduees
w
ing:
tton, allays pain .euros
bottle.
Select half a pint of oyster and reExcuse will not hold frleuds that
move tbe hard .'muscle ; parboil them In
their own liquor until their edges curl. promises bring.
Then turn them Into a hot bowl and
put one t&blespoonful of butter Into
pound ol
the chafing dish with one-ha- lf
FEEL ALL USED
finely crumbled 'cheese and a salt
spoonful each of salt, paprika and musDoes your back ache constantly r Do
tard. Beat two eggs slightly, add the you have sharp twinges when stooping or
oyster liquor and gradually the cheese
lifting? Do you feel all used up a if
you could just go no further?
until it la melted, and then put In the
oysters; when hot tarn it over hot
Kidney weakness brings great discomtoast. The cheese should bo good rab
fort. Wliat with backache, headache,
dizziness and urinary disturbances it ia
bit cheese soft and rich.

il

well-know- n

lullaiumu-olio,S5o-

UP?

Compote of Gooseberries.
Top and tail one quart of gooseberries, drop into boiling water two minutes, drain and let them He three minutes in cold water, containing a
of vinegar, to retsore their
color, then .drain quite dry. Boil for
ten minutes a syrup made from a pint
each of sugar and water. Drop In the
gooseberries and boil them gently until just tender, about ten minutes. Pom
tuto a glass (Hah. Tiny shred of lem

Cream Tea Biscuit.
ne quart of flour w
lfuls of baking powi

no wonder one feels all used up.
Duan's Kidney Pills have cured thousands of just such cases. It's the best
recommended special kidney remedy.

A

South Dakota Case

Chats

"Kt'fry Putin
.11ir.
ixtlt

Cat Doan's at Any Store. 50c a Box

DOAN'S

box.

in
;ed

WOMAN

FOSTEK-MILUUR-

Held

he oven;

cup ol

V.VSV

CO., BUFFALO. N. Y.

Tutt's Pills
The dy peptic, the debilitated, whether Ires
ace ot work of mind or body, drink or exposure In
ii

MALARIAL REGIONS,
Tutt'a Pills tbe moet cental re. tore-St-ve

wtti find

ever ottered the uttering Invalid..

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO,
PLAN FOR TUBERCULOSIS DAY

ECONOMY IN THE HOME

Soups

Many

Methods of Avoiding Watrt
Really Are More Costly Than the
Way They Supplant Saving
Must Be Worth While.
talk about

tn- -

"Don't you thlnl
fluenced by his et

QUITE EXPENSIVE

who drove a sprlr
years and died of

Out Some Interesting Facts
Regarding Her Troubles, and
How She Avoided
hni
ther Expense.

nine
lam."

rcr

Gives
frii

Utmost Devotlor
Would sho
ne for him?

7,

Soup making te sun art. Why trouble
rMi soap recipes when the best ehefe
fat the country ere at your iorrice?
A
few cane of Ubby's Soup on your pantry
helf assure you of the correct flavor,

y occurs In
Ivbs, soma

Cxei

HER EXPERIENCE

Period of
December 7 Set Apart
Special Effort In the Combating of
The White Plegue.

APPROACH
HOUSEWIFE
MU8T
IDEA WITH COMMON 8EN8E.

rhero Is

NEWS

st

Mrs. Cora Brooks, leai
or this town, wr tes fin follows: "1
suffered 'or abou t three years with
and was getting things you can affon
te Na-d- womanly trouble
and worse and worse all toe time,
I had two good doctors and I was
sent to two good Hospitals to be oper-than ated on. but no operating was done.
All this cost me lots of money, and
work
I was no better off than before I
y

aratand the reedy in a few minute. There are
f economy, Tomato, Vegetable, Chicken, Oxtail, Con
r
thrc
m
be toler-il- MWimt, Mock Turtle and other kind.
1.00
au
busineaa
Your grocer has them.
through vnri
ii ml
bs on in the homes of the
sry day.
i and the
Finally I began to take Cardul, the
In a big rubber factory a little while Libby, M'Neill A Libby
so long as you kfeep
ago there was a chemist' who thought
woman's tonic. After taking six botChicago
m
r"the Stomach. Liver and
tles, the pains are all gone, and I feel
thai be could obtain sulphur, which is
needed In the manufacturing carried
like a new woman entirely. I am now
Bowels working1 regu5 week
on in this plant, from old rubber. The
able to do all the housework for mylng the week precedl:
larly and when the first
sulphur used cost a few cents
a
lecture self, husband and five children, with
following December 7
pound. The chemist finally perfected
ease. Refore taking Cardui, I was in
on tuberculosis.
sign of weakness apn method of extracting sulphur from
bed seven weeks at a time, not able
Last year over C0,10
r
ubercu-reapears be sure to take
the old rubber, and he submitted bis
to do anything at all.
attention to this subj
p r (ill in inii ni iiii v innni
I cannot praUe Cardui enough for
to
losls day. It is hopi
Thp hii I wan a. tirrfper mrthnrt
to 100. what It has done for me."
11111
r wmn ni'riM'T di I nur
Tnn
There are thousands of women who
in ho
method necessitated the expenditure
of a couple of dollars for every pound
of sulphur saved. And the factory
STOMACH BITTERS
sands who aro suffering from some
heads, remembering that sulphur cost
lng the Rod Cross Christine
form of womanly trouble suffering
only a few cents a pound, refused to
of for the lack of Cardul.
It Is planned to urge the c
promptly. It will help
consider the young man's plan.
In
the country to take a doDr
Are you of this number? If so.
It la just this sort of wasteful econthis movement.
Jon't delay, but begin taking Cardul
you keep the appetite
omy which goes on in some houseWhat It has done for so many
holds and which should be connormal, digestion peryou.
a
Whistle.
Carry
Tin
Should
others, It should surely do for
demned much more energetically than
Capt. Thomas E. Halls of the Unit- At your drug store.
fect and liver and
the actual waste that occurs.
ed States secret service, never learnN. B. Write to: Chattanooga Medicine
A certain housewife
heard that
bowels active. Try it.
Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn., for
ed to whistle. He simply caa't puckItufrui-tictton your case antf 64 pa Re book,
dried potato Barings made excellent
er up his lips and make the whist- Sttciul
IDS
'Homo Treatment for Women," aent in plain
kindling for fifes, and she spent an
ling sound, and never could.
appreciable amount of time each day
One day when he was walking
last big land
Sam's
UdcIc
rescuing the skins from oblivion and
Avoiding Disappointment.
down a Philadelphia street a
of
rich
000
acres
1,345,
opening
spreading them out so that they
"Why not go to Hosco beach? The
young woman came running
land thrown open to white
prairie
could dry properly.
place looks very, very good In the
in his direction and said to him:
settlers. 8.406 homestead of 160 acre
each are waiting. Located In NortheastThe woman who knows how to disyou
booklet."
please
whistle
will
sir,
"Kind
"Hunt's Cure" is guarern Montana, just north of the Missouri
tinguish between real wastefulness
"So good that I don't want to spoil
River, on the main line of the Great
at th'e conduotor of that car, so he
anteed to stop and
Northern Railway. Rich, sandy, loam
and expenditures for legitimate needs
by
going
there."
the
illusion
stop
car
me?"
will
for
the
oil capable of raising 20 to 30 bushels of
permanentlycure that
is the really good housewife.
Captain HallB doffed his hat and
wheat and 40 to 60 bushels of oats Per acre.
terrible itching. It is
I am very sorry, but
Simple
Arithmetic.
"Madam,
Register
said:
at
Creamed Eggs on Toast.
compounded for that
impossible
on their
"Why
for
people
it
some
count
do
Glasgow, Havre or Great Falls, Montana
has
made
nature
Take two tablespoonfuls of butter,
purpose and your money
"
you
request.
your
suppose?"
comply
fingers,
with
do
me
to
1
Daily
Sept.
to 20 inclusive
two tablesnoonfuls (scant) of flout,
will be prom' 'y refunded
"Because they're the hsndiest thing,
The captain says the young woman
Drawing at Glasgow, Sept. 23
one pint of milk, four eggs, one
WITHOUT QUESTION
stopped, looked him over with an air I guess." Judge.
If Hunt's Cure fails to cure
Thin land has been appraised at 12.60 to 17.00
teaspoon-fuof salt,
Can be taken op qnder United Stares
misunderstanding,
and
complete
of
Itch,
Eczema, Tetter, Ring
Eracre. laws,
of pepper one-hal- f
of a small onDark Secret.
Worm or any other Skin
withered him on the spot with a pair
and full infnrm-- r
ion, six slices of toast. Boil the eggs
IxULj Illustrated
ation abont this bis land opening will
"Did Clara really have light hair? Disease. 50c at your druggist's, or by mail
of eyes that Hashed all the scorn
be seat free if you write at once. Send a postal
twenty minutes and lay them In cold
direct ifhe hasn't It. Manufactured only by
or letter to
that a superior being can give for a And did she dye it dark brown?"
water. When cold, remove the shells
A. B. RICHARDS MEDICINE CO., Sherman, Taut
E. C. LEEDY.
question."
not
a
"Tliat'a
fair
man."
"mere
and cut each egg Into six pieces. Cut
General
the onion fine. Place the butter in a
Immigration Agent
Necessary Rewards.
small frying pan, and when it is hot
Dept. 0000
Were it not for the prizes of life WHENEVER
slowly cook the onion in it until of a
Great Northern Ky.
there would bo little effort. Few are
light yellow hue, taking care, howevST. PAUL, MINN.
those who labor for love, and the law
er, not to brown either butter or onof creations seems to have contained
ion at all.
Remove the onion, add
A GENERAL TONIC - TAKE GROVE'S
the necessity for struggle, with a rethe flour and stir until the paste Is
smooth and frothy, but do not let it W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No. 36 1913. ward attached. Sons go out to labor
as a matter of course, but daughters
brown In the least. Draw the pan
are sometimes neoded at home, where The Old Standard Grove's Tasteless chill Tonic is Equally
J. Pluvius' Veracity in Queation.
back, gradually add the milk, return
Saturday afternoon
to the heat, and when the sauce boils
there were they will not remain without comValuable as a General Tonic because it Acts on the Liver
put In the salt, pepper and eggs. As black clouds and Hashes of lightning pensation. To fit all girls for money-gettinand Drives Out Malaria, Enr'ches the Blood and Builds
is the duty of parents, but
soon as the eggs are well heated, and the rumble of thunder, but no
up the Whole System. For Grown People & Children.
turn all out upon buttered toast, and general rain. "Sounds like it might they need not be driven to use that
serve at once. A few drops of onion rain," suggested someone. "Nix," re- knowledge outside of home if parents
Juice may be used Instead of the plied Mr. Pozoz2le.
"It has reached are able and willing to make them You know what you are taking wh n you take Grove's Tasteless chill Tcmie
Hull the
a point where I wouldn't believe J. independent financially.
onion.
the formula is printed on every label showing t at it contains the well known
wages of a housemaid would serve to as
Pluvius under oath!"
tonic properties of QUININE and IKON. It is as strong as the strongest bitter
To Remove Mildew.
keeps a daughter as a valuable home tonic anJ is in Tast less Form. It has no equal for Malaria, Chills a A Fever,
Take one teaspoonful of chloride of
worker. The benefit to the girl can- Weakn ss, general debility and loss o: appetite. Giv s life and vi or to Nursing
lime and one teaspoonful of washing
not be overestimated. Exchange.
Removes Biliousness without purging.
Mothers and Pale, Sickly Children.
arsoda. Put this and the mildewed
Relieves nervous depression and low spirits. Arouses the liver to acti n and
ticle into two quarts of cold water and
purifies the blood. A True Tonic and sure app tizer. A Complete StreoRthener.
"Examinitis."
let it boll for about four hours; then Hot Springs, Arkansas, Furnishes Hot
Us remember that there is such No laraily should be without it. (iuarante d by your Druggist. We m an it. joc
'jkim off the scum, add two pailfuls of
Spring. Liver Buttons, a Remedy a Let
thing as examinitis, and that a
?o!d water and let it stand over night,
that has Proved a Boon to all who brain crammed with a multitude of
with the article well covered. If this
are Bothered with Sluggish Liver useless facts may show up brilliantIs not long enough, put the article
Inactive Bowels.
and
ly on au examination, but bd so
back again and soak it until the milare expected clogged as to be unable to put the
Great discoveries
dew entirely disappears;
then rinse
knowledge to practical use. We know
well and wash in the usual way. Be from the world's greatest sanitarium,
forewe are raising the pedagog's ire by
sure to take off the scum, for that is which always has attracted the
country. thus stating that there Is such a
what burns the material in so many most medical minds of the
But In offering through the retail thing as too much knowledge, but as
of the recipes given.
druggists of the country the newest a fact the world's work is being done
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formula for constla ation, Hot Springs, by specialists, who are densely igCarrot and Pea Salad.
Arkansas, has outdone all previous
norant of everything outside their reSeasoning Vegetablea.
efforts.
of
A teacher of cooking says that for
The Model 1912 Winchester is the lightest, strongest
Don't take chances any longer with spective narrow spheres and
every quart of cooked vegetables four calomel or harsh, violent cathartics many things Inside, too. American
and
handsomest repeating shotgun on the market. It
Medicine.
of any kind.
veu tablespoonfuls of butter, a
only about 5 H pounds, yet it has great strength,
weighs
you
you
your
or
liver bothers
of salt and an eighth of a
If
because
its
metal parts throughout are made of nickel steel.
remedy
the best
of pepper should be used for have constipation
Who Does the Washing?
you can take is HOT SPRINQS LIVER
is a two-pa- rt
Take down, without loose parts, is simple to
It
seasoning.
Child
to Friend) I
Precocious
you'll
BUTTON'S.
Take one
going hack
operate
action works with an ease and smoothness
basket
a
the
clothes
and
notice
you've
know
that at last
your
and
house
between
forth
aud
guns
of other makes. See one at your dealer's or
in
unknown
found a perfect, blissful laxative.
English Biscuits.
you want to Scrubblns' every day.
every
,
night
Send to Winchetter Repeating Armt Co., New Haven, Conn., tor circular.
if
one
Take
Sift together one and one-hal-f
pints drive away that blue feeling, banish
"What of It?"
THE LIGHT WEIGHT, NICKEL STEEL REPEATER.
f flour, one cupful of corn
starch, pimples and sallow skin and be free
"Do you wash for them or do they
three tablespoonfuls of sugar, two
from bad breath, coated tongue and wash for you?"
of Bait. Rub In three
headache. 25 cents everywhere.
of butter, add one well beat-iFor sample write Hot Springs
Summer Annoyances
egg. one cupful of milk, one-hal- f
Chemical Co., Hot Springs. Ark.
such as prickly heat, ivy poisoning,
cupful of currants and one tablespoon-fu- l
insect bites and offensive perspiration
HOMES FOR THE FAMOUS
matches are usei
of coriander sees!. Mix Into a
are quickly relieved by applying
FAULTLESS
STARCH DOLLS
other
in
Cingdom
than
imooth, soft dough, roll one-ha.'-f
inch
Tyree's Antiseptic Powder. 25c. at
nt
of 'n)tlaV
rBtmrl 6 tow from ten
n the world
(hick, cut in rounds and bak in butdruggists or write J. S. Tyree, Washid Ma oira la tmmtm (to eonr Doauvue i
tered tins in a hot oven for 20 minutes.
sample.
D.
Adv.
ington.
C, for free
Water In bluing is adulteration, fllassaad
When done, rub over with a little bub
water makes liquid blue dually. Buy Bed
ter on a clean bit of cloth.
many are
Old Times
cent parkaaas it you wth, Dsn twlto
Cross Ball Blue. Adv.
M inwri in
ulrud. Out this ad. out. 11 , will
look that mil"What a washed-ou- t
nr LtT n . oni unw.
irt nr Maun aoeepted
mi
ai.pllw.uuu.
wlln aach
cua ad. will b
The native of India has au average lionaire's wife has!"
Write jour name and address hiatal;.
Rice With Bacon and Tomato.
I,
mnm
f- "Well, you know shu used to be a
years, as against
life of twenty-fou- r
STARCH
I0 ill MRrKtl
TNI MIT
forty-fou- r
Spanish rice with bacon anJ toin England.
FAULTLESS STARCH CO.jjg
mato.
Cut up two or throe small
KMIMl wilt,
A girl without a S?eft5) If as lone
slicess of bacou into small bits and
some as a
fry until crisp, but oot blackened
Cook with the bacon a half of a smalt
onion also sliced fine, but be careful
it does not get scorched. Now add
.me cupful of cold tomato, with cay
enue pepper and salt, to taste. Cook
until hot and welt blended. This ta
fine tor breakfast or luncheon. A little green pepper chopped Aim can b
Because of those ugly, grizzly, gray hairs. Use "LA CREOLE" MAIN DRESSING. PRICE, Sl.oo, retail.
added Instead of the onion.
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BALLOT

AND THE SHORT

Get Curlee Overcoat Protection
VI.

Its the best 3ort of

protection-hea-

your back.
No matter how good and warm

an overcoat is you certainly don't
want it to hang on you like a bag.
A variety of new models to select YOUR
overcoat from. Come to our store and
let's show them to you. You'll like the
garment and you'll be pleased with the

price.

L

$10.00 to $20.00

Luikart & Go.

good time and plenty
interesting feature
An
to
eat.
The members of the Clovis
evening
was the awardof
the
Womans Club motored out to
cake to the
delicious
ing
a
of
W.
the country home of Mrs.
girl
The
present.
prettiest
S. Winter, four miles west of
showed
the
count
that
final
very
Clovis where they spent a
brought
and
that
$10
had
cake
enjoyable afternoon.
Following was the program Miss Bess Trimble had carried
off the honors as the prettiest
rendered :
Roll Call
Current Events girl.

The Clovis Womans Club. report a

Business

Paper

"Sights in Ireland." Rebekah Anniversary.

Piano Duet, Mesdames Hocken-hul- l
and Mersf elder.
Paper "Vacation Mrs A. E.
Smith.
Reading Miss Pearl Memhard.
At the close of the meeting,
a delicious three course luncheon
was served.
There were ten members
present and the Misses Thomas
as guests.

The members of Friendship
Rebekah Lodge No. 21 held a
special meeting at their hall last
Saturday night, the occasion
being the 62nd anniversary of
the lodge.
The hall was prettily decorated in pink and green Qrepe paper, an interesting program
was rendered and refreshments
of veal loaf sandwiches, pickles,
cake and coffee were served.

Farm

GROW SWEET CORN?

Responds Better to Good
Treatment Than Thia One.
Every truck farmer knows that the
first eurly sweet corn in the market
pays as great a profit as any crop
grown
It is usually sold by the hundred and
marketed In sacks containing that
number of ears. The fodder remaining after the crop is sold Is nearly as
valuable as timothy hay. The best
profit comes from the earliest acres,
ays a writer in the Farmer's Review.
"Sweet corn ennuot lie shipped a great
distance, aa it deteriorates rapidly;
No Crop

Bellview School
Social Success.

Sacrifice Sale. 9 Room propcost $1200.00,
erty,
$400.00,
soattended
the
who
Those
'Hager
St. (Owner.)
man
Prince
night
Friday
Bellview
cial at

Photograph
SWEJtT

THE DOCTOR'S VISIT
will be of little avail unless the medicine he pre"
scribes is faithfully prepared. So send your prescriptions here where accuracy is the rigid rule,
where only the purest drugs are used and where
substitution is sternly prohibited. Send day or night.
We are always ready to fill prescriptions.

by Long Island agricultural
experiment station.
COBN AUD LIMA

ent arrangements.
The llghtnir.j struck first

lu California, where the)
railroad machine had Just been overthrown.
In 1911 the progressive members of both parties, who
were now In control, looked around for the best means of making the results
1910 permanent, that Is, of keeping the existing machine out
of the election
of politics and forestalling any similar organization. The leaders at once took
up the Short Ballot idea and made it the first specific plank in their platform. Governor Johnson emphasized it in his message and put his Influence)
behind several Legislative Short liallot measures. Four of these were passed
without great difficulty.
Three of tl.eee respectively removed from the ballot the State Printer, the
Clerk of the Supreme Court and the members of the Railroad Commission.
This latter board had been made elective years before so that the people
could control it. Result: The commissioners were hidden away among forty
to fifty other officers on the ballot and for a generation devoted themselves
exclusively to the neglect of thcir'dutles and the drawing of their salaries.
The fourth of these California measures gave the people power to apply
the Short Ballot principle In the counties by adopting local charters suited to
their local needs. Within less than a year under this new right the county ot
Los Angeles adopted an instrument under which there were cut off, st a
stroke, thirteen of these petty clerical offices, which had been the center of
so much
party activity and inefficiency. It was provided that in
future they should be appointed on the basis of merit and not for party serv
ice. The county supervisors were given real control over the machinery
of organization Just as In the commission plan cities.
Another State which has made progress toward the Short Ballot is Ohio.
In preparation for the constitutional convention which met in that Stat
last year, the Municipal Association of Cleveland prepared a most careful
analysis of the State government and proposed a measure which would
remove from the State ticket the minor executives, including the Secretary of
State, Treasurer, Auditor, Attorney Oeneral and Dairy and Food Commissioner. The favorable way in which the measure was received led its friends
to suppose that it would be submitted to the people, along with the forty
other progressive pr6posals. When, however, it was brought to a voU, it was
found that forty-seveof the one hundred and twenty delegatus were opposed
to submitting this proposition to the people. Their cry was, "It will give
the Governor too much power." (They were not opposed to giving exactly the
same amount of power to the irresponsible party "boss" who had actually
made the appointments to minor State offices under the long ballot system.)
The defeat of the measure disappointed the people and last fall all three
political parties in Ohio went on record in favor of the Short Ballot in their
platforms.
In the spring of 1913 the friends of the measure made it more complete by
adding amendments to make it possible for the people of the several counties
to adopt a Short Ballot form of county government and providing that representatives to the Legislature should be selected singly by districts instead
of in big bunches by counties.
When the Legislators assembled this spring and the proposition was put
up to them In concrete form, many of them repudiated both the party promises
and their personal written pledges. And the movement was checked again.
The Short Ballot bills will now be put before the people by initiative.
Michigan went through a similar experience last March. There the. Senate
voted unanimously to submit to the people a proposition to apply the principle to the heads of departments in the State. The State House of Representatives, however, defeated it.
The opposition in every 8tate is the same: On the surrace the contention
that It would "centralize" power too much; deeper down, the petty officials,
both those In office and those who hope to be, have a passion fcr "letting tho
people fill the offices."
Wsll, the cure for that is more light.
(THE END.)

Woodrow Wilson

n

and

Garden
DO YOU

One of the earlier articles in this series told how
quickly th people caught up with Woodrow Wilson's
doctrine that real democracy in America if Just a ques-tio-n
Of
of getting simple and workable Instruments.
course, the really difficult task lsto get this Idea enacted
into laws. This phase of the movement is retarded by
two great obstructions; cast' iron State constitutions, ana
those politicians who are quite contented with the pres-

lth

and pocket book keeps
the cold out of your system and
money in your pockets.
There's warmth in every thread
of a Curlee overcoat because the
cloth is the best at the price and
there's style to set it off well on

Overcoats

The Progress of the Short Ballot Movement

BEANS.

therefore the local grower does not
have such competition as does the
grower of lens perishable products.
Sandy or light loam soil, with an
open subsoil, is best for this crop.
The very best seed of the best aud
most popular varieties should be provided. Home growu seed, well selected aud well cured, will pay big profits
on the cost of labor employed for this
work.
The first plant lugs must be
made early in the season, and seed
only of the greatest vitality will withstand the unfavorable weather conditions that are likely to prevail at this
season.
The cultivation of this crop should
be thorough, and no crop will respond
sooner to good treatment.
To succeed in growing sweet corn
liberal amount
for the early market
of plant food must be provided at the
right time and lu available form.
This means cover crops and an Increased use of commercial fertilizers.

Feterita, a Wonder Crop.

in the case of pure white

As a result of this year's ex
periment with the crop there is
demand now for feed, ani
many are heard
to ask the
question , What is Feterica, and
where did it come from? The
Oklahoma Farmer and Stockman, a farm and stock journal,
published in Oklahoma Citv, in
a recent issue, devoted considerable space to the new crop, in
a well written article by Dr.
Noodson of the Oklahoma agri
Dr. Woodcultural department.
son says:
' So much discussion has recently been raised concerning
the value of the new grain sorghum, feterita, that the demonstration farm department of
the state board rf agriculture
has thought best to issue the
following information concerning it.
"Feterita is a grain sorghum
from British Egyptian Sudan,
in the region of Khartum.
It
is a variety of dun a, dilferent
from the white durra often
called 'Jerusalem corn' in hav
ing erect heads, black glumes or
hulls instead of greenish white,
nearly smooth instead of very
hairy and seeds slightly flatten
ed instead of much flattened, as

"Two or three different lots
of this durra have been obtained
from the region nam1. One of
these has been bred by the United States government
as a
grain producing variety and is
called by them 'Sudan durra.'
Another almost identical one
has been selected by the office
of the forage crop investigations as a forage variety and
has been distributed by them
under the name of feterita.
This department has decided to
recommend feterita in preference to either dwarf milo or
black hull kaffir where these
can De grown, As stated, it is
earlier than the common varie
kaffir, which
ties of black-hugrown
in
Oklahoma
has been
and neighboring states.
The feeding value of feterita
as a grain and forage crop is
equal in every way to kaffir; we
believe it to be much better on
account of the grain being larger and much softer than kaffir
and can be fed to good advanground
tage without
being
which is necessary to obtain
fair results with kaffir.
This department has prepared
a bulletin entitled "Ihe Value
of Feterita as a Drouth-Resis- t
ant Grain Sorghu m"
ll

durra.
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